
Pearl Pen
The Pearl Pen range of vibrant colours has been specially formulated to decorate and per-
sonalise all your favourite craft items. Simply apply a brilliant pearl drop to create a magical 
look on all types of fabrics, leather and canvas. The Viva Decor Pearl Pen can also be applied 
to create stunning effects on handmade greeting cards and used to enrich your scrapbooking 
albums-the choice is yours.

Step-by-step instructions:

1. Hold the pen top in an upright position Squeezing the brilliant colour out of the pen slowly 
until the pearl drop has the desired size. 2. Initially when you squeeze the pen the pearl drop 
will appear tapered and pointed, but will change within a few seconds to create a brilliant 
half pearl on your chosen item. Drying time: 6 – 8 hours.
3. Please wait 24 hours before wearing th fabric item you have just decorated with the Pearl Pen. 
Decorated fabrics are washable up to 30 °C. Iron fabrics on the reverse side placing little pres-
sure on any soft surface, e.g. a towel. When using an electric iron adjust setting to a maximum 
of level 2. We also recommend placing ironing paper between the half pearls and the fabric. 

By using the Pearl Pen you can create a wide array of beautiful projects by applying large or 
small brilliant pearl drops to your chosen items. You can apply the pearl drops directly to your 
item by simply squeezing the pen top to control the size of the half pearl you require.



Pearl Pen

Pearl Pen Standard Range:

Art. No.  Content      Colour

25 ml  Sunny yellow

25 ml  Orange

25 ml  Red

25 ml  Blue

25 ml  Turquoise

25 ml  Green

25 ml  Dark brown

25 ml  Black

1162 201 01

1162 300 01

1162 400 01

1162 600 01

1162 650 01

1162 700 01

1162 401 01

1162 800 01

Art. No.             Content         Colour

Mother-of-pearl Range:

Pearl Pen Metallic Range:

25 ml  Ice-white

25 ml  Cream

25 ml  Yellow

25 ml  Salmon

25 ml  Blue

25 ml  Green

25 ml  Lilac

25 ml  Silver

25 ml  Chrome silver

25 ml  Gold

25 ml  Bronze

25 ml  Copper

Art. No.          Content          Colour

1162 902 01

1162 905 01

1162 901 01

1162 903 01

1162 904 01

1162 101 01

1162 102 01

1162 202 01

1162 301 01

1162 601 01

1162 701 01

1162 501 01


